
ANALYSIS OF MY ANTONIA NOVEL BY WILLA CATHER

My Antonia study guide contains a biography of Willa Cather, friend of Jim Burden, who is the narrator for the remainder
of the novel.

Jim Burden not only goes back to the prairie, but more importantly, he retreats to the innocent days of his very
first memories. A quiet man, Jim loves the American West that he grew up in and is able to pursue his passion
through his work with the railroad. The boundless setting gives him a new perspective on his own identity.
Aside from the publication date, the novel itself contains many elements of modernism. For both of them, she
symbolizes their childhood on the frontier, and Jim mentions that he thinks about her quite a bit. This new way
of thinking is another characteristic of modernism. She also used themes of past reflection to relate the
struggles and conflict that the characters experienced as they matured. Nearing the end of the book, the past is
further explored as Jim spends a disappointing day in Black Hawk, where very few of the people from his
youth remain. He had just finished it the night before and says that it was written haphazardly, just as he
remembered it. A man of the world, he is reinvestigating his values. The anonymous speaker in this
introduction tells us that last summer, he unexpectedly met his friend on a train and that they spent the journey
reminiscing about their childhood in Nebraska. He also has conflict with his grandmother over the dance hall,
because she wants him to go to the dance hall with his own class of people so that he can avoid a bad
reputation. Cather incorporated themes of feminine stereotypes and sexism, and transformed them into stories
of success. The memory of his first ride over that road comes to him strongly. The childhood days were best
for Jim Burden, as he discovers when he leaves home. The point of view is immediate and subjective.
Although she worked as one of the hired immigrant girls, she eventually goes on to make a fortune during the
gold rush. In addition, the weather also affects their mood. She is the central figure of the novel and the person
we are supposed to admire as much as Jim does. Her brother also dictates most of her life.


